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Challenge C: Transitions 
This challenge will wrap-up this part of the series. You will have to try out the 
different built-in transitions on your own and also once the login button animation is 
finished reset the button state – the shape, its color, and also fade out its spinner 
subview. 

Part 1: Try all transition animations 
In this challenge just try different animations for the status banner transition so 
you know what is there for you to use: 

.TransitionFlipFromLeft 

.TransitionFlipFromRight 

.TransitionCurlUp 

.TransitionCurlDown 

.TransitionCrossDissolve 

.TransitionFlipFromTop 

.TransitionFlipFromBottom 

Find which animation fitst best the demo app according to your taste and go on 
with the next part of the challenge. 

Part 2: Reset the login button  
At the end of all animations let’s bring the login button to its state just before the 
faux authentication process started. Open ViewController.swift and lay down the 
method, which will do that for you: 

func resetButton() { 
     
  UIView.animateWithDuration(0.33, delay: 0.0, options: nil, 
animations: { 
       
  }, completion: {_ in 
         
  }) 
     
}   
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This creates the basic animation skeleton in the same way you created the rest of 
the animations so far. To reverse all changes to the button looks add to the 
animations block: 

self.spinner.center = CGPoint(x: -20, y: 16) 
self.spinner.alpha = 0.0 
self.loginButton.backgroundColor = UIColor(red: 160.0/255.0, 
green: 214.0/255.0, blue: 90.0/255.0, alpha: 1.0) 

This code will reset the spinner position and fade it out. It will also tint the button 
to its initial green color. 

When this animation completes you will want to also shrink the button to its initial 
bounds. Add inside the completion block: 

UIView.animateWithDuration(0.5, delay: 0.0, 
usingSpringWithDamping: 0.2, initialSpringVelocity: 10, options: 
nil, animations: { 
  let b = self.loginButton.bounds 
  self.loginButton.bounds = CGRect(x: b.origin.x + 20, y: 
b.origin.y, width: b.size.width - 80, height: b.size.height) 
}, completion:nil) 

Now that the resetButton() method is finished you only need to call it when you 
are done animating the different statuses. Scroll to showMessages(index:) and find 
the if statement inside the delay block. Add an else branch like so: 

if index < self.messages.count-1 { 
  self.showMessages(index: index+1) 
} else { 
  self.resetButton() 
} 

Now when the authorization sequence finishes the button will stay on its position 
but reset its bounds, color, and spinner. 

To make everything perfect you need to adjust the initial button animation for the 
case when the user will click Login once more after the authentication has failed. 
Within login() find the line where you adjust self.loginButton.center.y and add a 
check to see if the status banner is already visible: 

if self.status.hidden { 
  self.loginButton.center.y += 60 
} 

Now the button should move away only the first time you tap it. 


